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Welcome to the *Findings* of ACL: EMNLP 2021! To continue the success of *Findings* of ACL series, we followed EMNLP 2020's initiative to produce this accompanying volume, for papers that narrowly missed acceptance to the main conference, but were judged to be solid, well-executed research, and worthy of publication. Out of the 3,600 submissions under review for EMNLP 2021, 445 papers were invited to be included in the *Findings*. 26 papers declined the offer, leading to 419 (300 long and 119 short) papers to be published in the *Findings* of ACL: EMNLP 2021. The papers accepted to *Findings* equates to 11.6% of the reviewed papers, giving an aggregate acceptance rate for EMNLP and *Findings* of 34.9%. In addition, we also accepted 5 long papers to the *Findings*, through the first ACL Rolling Review (ARR) pilot at EMNLP 2021. These papers are published in this volume as any other *Findings* paper.

Papers published in *Findings* of ACL count as full publications. They are not assigned a presentation slot in the main conference, but rather are published online in a separate volume in the ACL Anthology. There are a number of motivations for this new publication, from allowing timely work to be published quickly, to being more accepting of solid work, and helping to manage the increasing reviewing burden on the community. To increase the visibility of the *Findings* papers, the authors are requested to submit a 6 (for long papers) or 3 minutes (for short papers) pre-recorded video presentation to be included in the virtual conference, hosted by Underline. Our workshop chairs also helped to pair *Findings* papers with EMNLP 2021 workshops, and as a result, around 100 *Findings* papers will be presented at those workshops.

The reviewing process for *Findings* is largely the same as for the main conference and accordingly we wish to thank all involved in EMNLP 2021 for their efforts, as detailed in the Preface to the Proceedings of EMNLP 2021. We would like to specifically thank:

- The whole **Program Committee** for reviewing the submissions, and in particular, the **Senior Area Chairs** for making recommendation on final paper decisions for *Findings*;
- The **Ethics Committee**, chaired by Margot Mieskes and Chris Potts, for their hard work to ensure that all the conditionally accepted *Findings* papers have addressed the ethical issues appropriately;
- **Past *ACL* PCs**, including Trevor Cohn, Yulan He and Yang Liu (EMNLP 2020), and Fei Xia, Wenjie Li, Roberto Navigli (ACL-IJCNLP 2021) for sharing their experience on *Findings* papers;
- **Findings Chairs** Gabriel Stanovsky and Tim Van de Cruys, for their tremendous effort in making the volume of *Findings of ACL*: EMNLP 2021;
- **Workshop Chairs** Parisa Kordjamshidi and Minlie Huang, for connecting *Findings* paper authors with workshop organizers for possible presentations.

We hope that *Findings* will continue to serve as a companion to future conferences, and become an important venue for excellent, widely-read, and highly cited work in NLP.

*Xuanjing Huang*, Fudan University, China  
*Lucia Specia*, Imperial College London, UK  
*Scott Wen-tao Yih*, Facebook, USA

EMNLP 2021 Program Committee Co-Chairs
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